An Interactive Workshop Featuring
5 Tools and Discussion of
4 Emerging Standards

Don’t let FMEA be your downfall!  If you’re relying on FMEA
as your risk management strategy, you need to attend this
intensive two-day workshop.

Nov. 5–6, 2013 • Omni Hotel Chicago • Chicago, IL

Medical Device Risk Management
Beyond FMEA — New Tools to Assure Your Risk Management
Program Meets New Standards
Attend this invaluable workshop to learn:
• How to use ETA, FTA, HACCP, PHA and HAZOP to transform your risk management program.
• How the FDA and international regulatory bodies measure the severity of a risk and the
different levels of seriousness.
• How to create and administer a risk management file — think of it as your risk management file cabinet.
• Understand how to score risks and create a risk “scorecard” using severity and probability.
• Tips and a checklist to assure that all your risk management reports contain the information all reports should have.

Your expert instructor
Dan O’Leary has more than 30 years experience in quality, operations and program management
in regulated industries, including aviation, defense, medical devices and clinical labs. Mr. O'Leary is
the president of Ombu Enterprises, a consultancy focused on operational excellence and regulatory
compliance serving small manufacturing companies.
The FDA’s QSR expert, Kim Trautman, on risk management:
“Are FMEA or FMECA… good tools? Yes. They are very good tools that can be utilized. Are they in and of themselves a risk
management system? Absolutely not. I can’t tell you how many manufacturers I have seen that have tried to present their risk
management system by simply presenting a FMEA — that is not a risk management system. Do not make the mistake of presenting
FMEAs as your whole risk management system.”

Visit www.DeviceRiskManagement.com or call (888) 838-5578
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workshop agenda
Day One
8:00 a.m. – 9:00 a.m. Registration and
Continental Breakfast
9:00 a.m. – 10:15 a.m. Workshop Introduction and
Concepts of Risk Management Overview
• The fundamentals of medical device risk
management
• Define common risk factors
• Create a Consequence Diagram and
extend it to multiple levels to build a
Decision Tree
• Components of risk and potential problems to
consider
• The neonatal heal warmer example: an
illustration of a Risk Analysis Procedure
• Definitions from ISO 14971:2007
• Discuss the definition of a hazard and a
harm
• Risk defined: Identify the probability of
harm and its severity to estimate risk
• Assess the risk, including its formal
definition
• Why FMEA is not sufficient for risk
management
10:15 a.m. – 10:30 a.m. Break
10:30 a.m. – 11:00 a.m. INTERACTIVE EXERCISE
Importance of Risk Management — This
exercise allows for an exchange of ideas
among participants. They will discuss why risk
is important and provide an example of failed
risk management. They will discuss the various
approaches their firms take to recognize the
amount of impact and loss by developing three
bullet points that describe the approach.
11:00 a.m. – 11:30 a.m. The Regulatory Structure:
The Current Status of ISO 14971:2007
• ISO 14971:2007 as the current standard
• Follow the development of ISO 14971:2007
and understand the new requirements
• Outline the steps in the risk management
process
• First look at the implications of EN ISO
14971:2012
• The risk management requirements in FDA’s
QSR — Design Validation
• Understand how risk management
supports design validation
• Recognized consensus standards and the
FDA’s declaration of conformity
• The Risk Management requirements in ISO
13485:2003
• Risk Management standards in the EU

• Where to find the harmonized standards
to the Medical Device Directive
• Understand the status of EN ISO
14971:2012 and EN ISO 13485:2012
• Global Harmonization Task Force: Two important guidance documents for risk management
• Understand the purpose of GHTF and its
successor, IMDRF
• Implementation of risk management
principles and activities within a quality
management system
• Explore the purpose of the guidance;
review and identify the four phases of risk
• Highlight the two most important elements
within the document
• Identify essential principles of safety and
performance of medical devices
• Review FDA warning letters
• Evaluate examples from companies that failed
to address and design a valid risk analysis
11:30 a.m. – 12:00 p.m. Understanding ISO
14971:2007 (Part 1)
• Overview of the structure of ISO 14971:2007
• Explore the parts of a risk management plan:
scope, responsibility, review, risk acceptability, risk verification, production activity,
post-production activity
• How to create and administer a risk management file — Think of it as your risk management file cabinet
• Analysis of clauses 4–9 in ISO 14971
• Ways to create a risk analysis (Clause 4)
• Outline a risk evaluation (Clause 5)
• Determine whether a risk reduction is
required (Clause 6)
• Highlight the importance of a residual risk
evaluation (Clause 7)
• Learn about the report on risk management of a device (Clause 8)
• Look at production and post-production
information (Clause 9)
• Components of risk — How to measure risk
through hazards that create harm
12:00 p.m. – 1:00 p.m. Lunch Break
1:00 p.m. – 1:30 p.m. Understanding ISO
14971:2007 (Part 2)
• Conclusion of Understanding ISO 14971:2007
1:30 p.m. – 2:30 p.m. Building a Risk Management
File That Meets ISO 14971:2007 Requirements
(Part 1)
• Understanding the purpose and contents of a
risk management file
• Assuring the file contains pointers to all
relevant documents

• Organizing documents by hazard and
cause
• Auditing the risk management file
• Risk management planning
• Explore the role of the risk management
plan and learn the scope of the plan
• Designating someone to be responsible
for the plan: qualifications for performing
risk management tasks, RASI Matrix and
example
• Two sets of criteria for risk acceptability
• Accessing risk severity and probability
• Monitoring residual risk evaluations
• Two aspects of verification activities
provided in the standard
• Post-production activity: how to collect
data and review
• Hazard Analysis
• Why FMEA is not the right approach
• Hazards that are not failures
• The fallacy of Risk Priority Numbers (RPN)
• Risk Assessment
• Two parts of risk assessment: risk analysis
and risk evaluation
• Tips to develop a systematic approach to
determine risk
• Different components of risk
• Tools for hazard identification — 5
standard methods to support risk analysis
(PHA, FTA, FMEA, HAZOP, HACCP)
• Understand how to score risks — how to
use severity and probability
2:30 p.m. – 2:45 p.m. Break
2:45 p.m. – 3:45 p.m. INTERACTIVE EXERCISE
The Risk Management Plan — Participants will
develop various sections of the plan based on
the contents of a file as defined in ISO 14971.
They will first develop a risk matrix. They will
then define the structure of their matrix and
include a description of each part. Finally, they
will devise a plan for data collection, analysis
and use of production and post-production issues and discuss how to incorporate it into the
risk management file.
3:45 p.m. – 4:30 p.m. Building a Risk Management
File That Meets ISO 14971:2007 Requirements
(Part 2)
• Risk control
• Conducting a risk control completeness
check
• Implementing risk controls: Strategies for the
two elements of risk verification
• Overall residual risk evaluation
• Seven methods to evaluate overall
residual risk
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• Disclosing overall residual risk
• Risk management report
• Strategies for reviewing the risk management process to ensure complete reports
• A checklist to ensure your report is
complete
• Production and post–production information
• Review the production phase and the
post–production phase
• Evaluating final hazards and corrective
processes to put in place
4:30 p.m. Session Wrap-up, End of Day One
DAY TWO

DAY TWO
8:30 a.m. – 9:00 a.m. Continental Breakfast
9:00 a.m. – 10:00 a.m. INTERACTIVE EXERCISE
The Risk Management Report — This is a set
of exercises designed to illustrate the sections
of the report. Participants will develop various
sections of the report based on the contents
defined in ISO 14971. They will begin with deciding on someone to prepare the report. Then they
will compose a checklist that acts as a guideline
in reviewing the risk management plan. Finally,
they will explore more about the residual risk
evaluation.
10:00 a.m. – 12:00 p.m. (Includes a break)
Digging Deep Into the Risk Management Tool Kit
• Preliminary Hazard Analysis (PHA)
• What is PHA and how can it be best used?
• Developing a PHA worksheet
• Sources of hazards using PHAs
• Hazard and Operability Studies (HAZOP)
• Procedures for HAZOP
• Developing a worksheet for HAZOP
• Significant parameters for HAZOP
• Hazard Analysis and Critical Control Points
(HACCP)
• Using HACCP to identify hazards, establish
controls, and monitor processes
• Linking HACCP with corrective action
• Failure Modes, Effects and Criticality Analysis
(FMECA)
• Applications to discover known and probable failures in products and the failure
impact

• Fault Tree Analysis (FTA)
• Using this tool to analyze a particular
event and its causes
• Event Tree Analysis (ETA)
• Using this tool to evaluate barriers as risk
reduction methods
12:00 p.m. – 1:00 p.m. Lunch Break
1:00 p.m. – 2:30 p.m. APPLICATIONS IN THE
EUROPEAN UNION
Understanding the 13485 and 14971 Applications
to the Product Directives — From the EU harmonized EN ISO 13485:2012 and EN ISO 14971:2012
to the three product directives: MDD, IVDD, and
AIMDD.
• Learn where ISO 14971:2007 deviates from the
essential requirements and the implications
for risk management
• Understand the linkages between conformity
assessment and ISO 13485:2003
2:30 p.m. – 2:45 p.m. Break
2:45 p.m. – 4:15 p.m. Related Standards
There are standards and FDA guidance documents that relate to risk management and often
call out ISO 14971:2007.
• IEC 60601-1 Medical electrical equipment –
Part 1: General requirements for basic safety
and essential performance
• IEC 62304 Medical device software – Software life-cycle processes
• FDA Guidance – Factors to Consider When
Making Benefit-Risk Determinations in Medical Device Premarket Approval and De Novo
Classifications
• FDA Draft Guidance – Applying Human Factors and Usability Engineering to Optimize
Medical Device Design
• The Assurance Case as a new methodology
4:15 p.m. – 4:30 p.m. Summary, Conclusions, and
Lessons Learned
4:30 p.m. Adjourn Workshop

"Overall for me it was a valuable workshop. There was a ton of information delivered in
the 2 days. The handouts and 3ring binder will be a helpful resource upon return tho my
company." –Barry Shaw, Quality, Arsenal Medical/ 480 Biomedical

Who Should Attend
• Project managers involved in
design and development
• Design engineers
• Quality engineers
• Manufacturing engineers
• Quality auditors
• Production managers
• Scientists involved in device
research and development
• Medical staff evaluating risk,
safety or effectiveness
• Quality or regulatory staff
assigned to complaint, CAPA
or MDR management
• Training personnel
• General/corporate counsel

Course Binder
Materials
•
•
•
•

Slides from PowerPoint presentations
Case review worksheets
Interactive exercise worksheets
Reference docs:
• Design Control Guidance for
Medical Device Manufacturers
• Medical Device Use — Safety:
Incorporating Human Factors Engineering into Risk Management
• Medical Device Quality Systems
Manuals: A Small Entity Compliance Guide
• Essential Principles of Safety and
Performance of Medical Devices
• Implementation of Risk Management Principles and
Activities Within a Quality
Management System

[Dan] provided the material in an easy to handle method and the workbook is a good takehome reference." –Philip DiMascio, Quality Engineer, Covidien
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LOCATIONS AND HOTEL ACCOMODATIONS
To reserve your room, call the hotel at the number below. Be sure to tell
the hotel you’re with the FDAnews Workshop to qualify for the reduced
rate. Only reservations made by the reservation cutoff date are offered
the special rates, and space is limited. Hotels may run out of discounted
rates before the reservation cutoff date. The discounted rate is also available two nights before and after the event based on availability. The hotel
may require the first night’s room deposit with tax. Room cancellations
within 72 hours of the date of arrival or “no-shows” will be charged for
the first night’s room with tax.

CANCELLATIONS AND SUBSTITUTIONS
Written cancellations received at least 21 calendar days prior to the start
date of the event will receive a refund — less a $200 administration fee.
No cancellations will be accepted — nor refunds issued — within 21
calendar days of the start date of the event. A credit for the amount paid
may be transferred to any future FDAnews event. Substitutions may
be made at any time. No-shows will be charged the full amount. In the
event that FDAnews cancels the event, FDAnews is not responsible for
any airfare, hotel, other costs or losses incurred by registrants. Some
topics and speakers may be subject to change without notice.

Lodging and Conference Venue:

TEAM DISCOUNTS

Nov. 5–6, 2013
Omni Hotel Chicago
676 North Michigan Ave.
Chicago, IL 60611
Toll Free: 800 THE OMNI (843-6664)
Fax: +1 (312) 644-6664
www.omnihotels.com/chicago
Room rate: $219.00 (plus 16.4% tax)
Reservation cut-off date: 10/14/2013

Significant tuition discounts are available for teams of two or
more from the same company. You must register at the same time
and provide a single payment to take advantage of the discount.
Call (888) 838-5578 for details.

FOUR EASY WAYS TO REGISTER
Online:
Fax:
Phone:

Tuition
Tuition of $1,797 includes all workshop sessions, workshop written
materials, two breakfasts, two luncheons and daily refreshments.

z Yes!
Date/Location

Mail:

www.DeviceRiskManagement.com
+1 (703) 538-7676
Toll free (888) 838-5578 (inside the U.S.)
or +1 (703) 538-7600
FDAnews, 300 N. Washington St., Suite 200
Falls Church, VA 22046-3431 USA

I want to attend Medical Device Risk Management.
300 N. Washington St., Suite 200
Falls Church, VA 22046-3431
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Attendee 1: Name 					 Title 				 Email 					
Attendee 2: Name 					 Title 				 Email 					
Attendee 3: Name 					 Title 				 Email 				
Email address (so you can receive order acknowledgements, updated news, product information and special offers)

Company Information

Payment Options

Organization 								

☐ Check enclosed, payable in U.S. funds to FDAnews

Address 								
City 					 State 		

Zip 		

Country 									
Phone 				 Fax 					

☐ Charge to: ☐ Visa

☐ MasterCard

☐ American Express

Credit card no. 						
Expiration date 						
Total amount $ 						
Signature 						
(Signature required on credit card and bill-me orders.)

Print name 						
☐ Bill me/my company $ 					
Purchase order # 						
(Payment is required by the date of the conference.)
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